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35 picturesque areas identified for
transformation as Tourist Villages
adventure and sports facilities,
construction of budget accommodation, tourist complexes,
wayside amenities, Tourist
Facilitation Centre, special
tourism projects, sound and light
recreational facilities and ecofriendly transportation facilities.
In response to a question,
sources said that the villages to
be covered under the programme will be selected on the
basis of its tourism potential and
infrastructural gaps. “The villages which qualify for any of the
thematic categories as specified
by Mission Youth in consultation
with Tourism Department will
be assessed on the basis of
tourism potential and infrastructural gaps by inter-sectoral
expert committee of Mission
Youth”, they added.
About the eligibility of youth,
they informed that only the youth
groups with minimum 5 youth
members will be eligible for financial assistance under the scheme.
Moreover, the beneficiary must be
unemployed and registered with the
concerned District Employment &

J&K reports 95 COVID cases, Ladakh 10
record any new cases.
Eight persons recovered from
the virus leaving number of active
positive cases in Jammu region to
101.
Among 10 COVID positive
cases in the Union Territory of
Ladakh, nine were reported from
Leh district and one in Kargil.
Ladakh now has 65 active positive cases---60 in Leh and five in
Kargil.
Meanwhile, Kashmir today
reported 89 fresh cases of COVID-

19.
Those who tested positive were
49 from Srinagar, Baramulla
10,Budgam 10, Pulwama 4,
Kupwara 5, Anantnag 2,
Bandipora 1, Ganderbal 7 and
Kulgam 1.
Moreover, 79 COVID-19
patients recovered during the time,
including 71 from Kashmir.
So far 326915 patients have
recovered, leaving an active case
tally at 902 including 801 in
Kashmir.

Counseling Centre.
“The eligible youth groups
will be provided financial assistance to the tune of Rs 10 lakh
including Mudra loan of Rs 8.50
lakh from Lending Bank and the
Mission Youth will provide an
amount of Rs 1.5 lakh or 15% of
project cost (whichever is minimum) as special upfront incentive (subsidy) under the
scheme”, sources informed.
Stating that the scheme will be
monitored through a robust monitoring mechanism to ensure the
functional efficacy, they said that
post- sanction monitoring of the
cases will be conducted by Mission
Youth through District Level Task
Force.
“In order to actualize the vision
for developing potential rural areas
into world standard Tourist
Villages, a dedicated Task Force
will be constituted to facilitate formulation and implementation of
action plan for selected circuits,
Leaders of various political parties who joined BJP posing
including development of perspec- with party leaders at Jammu on Sunday.
-Excelsior/Rakesh
tive plan, convergence of schemes
and sectoral coordination”, sources
informed.
Chugh and Raina welcomed the the function later.
The J&K BJP chief, in his
new entrants, along with hundreds
of their supporters, into the party address, said his party is growing
took part in the event with great fold in presence of senior leaders, bigger with each passing day as
zeal. I congratulate armed police including Devender Singh Rana people from all walks of life repose
for conducting this event," he said. and S S Slathia, who recently joined faith in Prime Minister, Narendra
Modi's slogan of Sabka Saath,
He added that at least 700 chil- the Saffron party.
Rana, who was the provincial Sabka Vikas aur Sabka Vishwas'.
dren took part in today's event,
"The BJP is going to form the
which he described as a tremen- president of the National
dous step forward in terms of Conference, along with senior party next Government after the
peace and development. "The colleague and former Minister, Assembly elections on its own and
security forces, notably the armed Slathia had quit his party on the Chief Minister will be from
forces, are continuously attempt- October 10 and both of them joined our party," he said, expressing
satisfaction over the joining of
ing to organize these activities for the BJP in Delhi next day.
Majority of those who joined prominent leaders from different
people, particularly children and
youth, in order to boost their con- the BJP, including both the for- parties.
Former legislator Rana said,
fidence," he explained. Previously, mer legislators Prem Sagar Aziz
he added, a Jashn-e-Dal program and Kamal Arora, are considered "We are all making efforts to
strengthen J&K so that we all be
and a bike race event were held at close to Rana.
Aziz, former Deputy Mayor, part of India's development and
Dal lake. "These activities are
developed to build confidence in Dharamvir Singh Jamwal, provin- progress under the leadership of
the children in order to make them cial secretary, Choudhary Arshid, Prime Minister Narendra Modi"
"We are making attempts to
Samba district president Mohinder
competent in all areas," he said.
Gupta, Corporator, Ashok Manhas strengthen Jammu, J&K and India.
and senior workers Som Nath Our endeavour is that a common
of Nanak Nagar, Rajender Khajuria and Sardar Succha Singh voice from Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs
Choudhary alias Raju Ganja and recently resigned from the NC in and Christians emerge from Jammu
which will work to strengthen the
Balbir Singh alias Billa of Digiana Rana's support.
and Vijaypur.
Arora, who had won Assembly whole Jammu and Kashmir and we
Another accused in the case, elections on the National all can be part of the development
Harpreet Singh of Amritsar is still Conference ticket in the 2014 polls, phase initiated by the Prime
at large.
had joined Apni Party in March last Minister in the country," he said.
Reacting to the letter of the PDP
Wazir was found murdered in a year. He along with district presiflat taken on rent by Harpreet dent of Apni Party, Rinku Bhardwaj president seeking the Prime
Singh in Delhi on September 10.
Minister's intervention to save the
joined the BJP.
Accompanied by their support- future of some Kashmiri students
ers wearing different types of tur- who were arrested for allegedly celbans representing different cultures, ebrating Pakistan's victory over
India in a cricket match, Rana said
Durrian on October 14, the officials including the Dogras, Sikhs, Gujjars no anti-national activities will be
and
Bakarwals,
the
leaders
were
said. After the firing on October 24
tolerated.
in Bhatta Durrian, which left the welcomed by massive sloganeering
"Anti-national activities cannot
at
the
BJP
headquarters,
Trikuta
Pakistani militant Zia Mustafa taken
be tolerated by any country and so
Nagar
where
the
joining
function
from Kot Bhalwal jail to Mendhar
why India should tolerate such an
for identification of the route, dead, was organised.
act? If you are Indian, you have to
"The
new
entrants
whether
there was no contact with the hiding
respect and honour the country," he
from
the
National
Conference,
militants.
said, adding that "India is a strong
A major part of the forest belt Congress or the PDP - are welcome democracy but that does not mean
with
open
heart
and
they
will
be
was cleared to allow the authorities
we will tolerate anti-national activito reopen the highway and villagers given due respect and rightful posi- ties".
to resume normal activities, the offi- tion without any discrimination'',
He said nobody should support
said Tarun Chug while addressing
cials said.
anti-national elements.
They said there was no breakthrough against the holed up militants who are avoiding direct contact with the search parties and are
on the run taking advantage of thick in this connection today. The pose of providing relief to the
foliage, natural caves and difficult order said that "sanction is effected families and departments
accorded to the declaration of the from SDRF.
terrain.
spell of heavy rainfall/snowfall
The districts covered for the
"The operation is now going on
during the period of Oct 23 and purpose have been identified as
deep inside the forest with a number
24, 2021 as 'State Specific Anantnag, Kulgam, Shopian of
of natural caves. The search parties
Calamity' in terms of Para 3 (ii) of Kashmir Division and Jammu,
are clearing the caves and moving the
State Disaster Response Udhampur, Kishtwar, Reasi,
cautiously to neutralize the suspect- Fund (SDRF) guidelines issued
Samba and Kathua in Jammu
ed militants," an official said.
by the MHA (GOI), for the pur- Division.
Over one and a half dozen persons, including two women, were
detained so far for questioning after
it came to light that they allegedly
provided logistic support, including
food and shelter, to the militants, the
officials said.
Rajouri and Poonch in districts
have witnessed a rise in infiltration
attempts since June this year, resulting in the killing of nine militants in
separate encounters.

Farooq, Mehbooba misleading people: Chug

Pens, books should replace guns, stones: DGP
"Earlier, Jashn-e-Dal program
was organized at Dal lake and cycle
race event. These events are organized to create a sense of confidence
among the youth to make them
competent in every sphere," he said.
Singh said that today's program was organized to promote
peace and unity as 31st October is
celebrated as National Unity Day,
so they have organized this
marathon event for promoting
peace and unity, in which more
than 700 people including middle
aged people and children took
part.
"I appreciate and congratulate
all the participants and winners of
this event for their excellent performances. All the participants

Kala detained in Wazir murder case
with Wazir murder case.
The detention came just days
after Wazir’s son, Karan Singh held
a press conference and charged
Sudershan Singh Wazir with trying
to derail investigations in the case.
The Delhi Police Crime
Branch have so far arrested three
accused in Wazir murder case from
Jammu. They are Harmeet Singh

Admn reopens NH for traffic,
Ops enter 21st day
Durrian forest in Mendhar along
with Surankote forest in Poonch
and nearby Thannamandi in
Rajouri district entered the 21st
day today, the officials said.
While the operation is underway, the authorities allowed traffic
on the main highway between
Bhimber Gali in Mendhar and Jaran
Wali Gali in Surankote in s Poonch
district, much to the relief of residents, especially taxi operators who
have been demanding its reopening.
The road stretch, which passes
along the cordoned-off forest belt,
was closed as a precautionary measure on October 15, a day after four
Army personnel, including a JCO,
were martyred in an exchange of
fire with the hiding militants in
Bhatta Durrian forest, the officials
said.
The operation started in
Surankote forest on October 11 following the martyrdom of five soldiers, including a JCO, and was
subsequently extended to Mendhar
to neutralize the fleeing militants.
The contact with the hiding militants was only established twice on
October 11 at Surankote and
Thannamandi and again at Bhatta

WEATHER
JAMMU:
Mainly dry.
TEMPERATURE
Max:
28.1 Degree C
Min:
13.1 Degree C
RELATIVE HUMIDITY
RH-I (Morning):
79.0 per cent
RH-II (Evening):
62.0 per cent
Sunset on Monday:
05.42 p.m.
Sunrise on Tuesday:
06.50 a.m.
SRINAGAR:
Mainly dry
TEMPERATURE
Max:
18.8 Degree C
Min:
2.6 Degree C
RELATIVE HUMIDITY
RH-I (Morning):
86.0 per cent
RH-II (Evening):
60.0 per cent
LEH:
TEMPERATURE
Max:
10.9 Degree C
Min:
-5.2 Degree C

Govt declares Oct 23-24 snowfall,
hailstorm as 'Natural Disaster'
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Kin of martyrs to get job; in rest all NIA arrests 25 in plot to attack cities
case relates to conspir- People Against Fascist Forces
cases, well off dependents won't get it acy"The
for undertaking violent ter- (PAFF)," the statement said.
of the files as the vacancies are limited.
Moreover, according to
sources, the Jammu and Kashmir
Government guidelines are
being revised as per the Central

Government norms where also
the job is given to the
officer/official who dies in service to one of his/her family members only if economic condition
of the family is very weak.

Punjab to give Rs 50 lakh to martyr's family
his fellow soldiers to perform
their duties with far more devotion and commitment.
Singh, who died in Jammu and
Kashmir's Rajouri district, hailed
from Khera Kotli village in
Punjab's Hoshiarpur district.
He is survived by his parents,
four sisters and a brother, an official statement issued here said.
Lieutenant Rishi Kumar had
also died in this landmine explo-

sion near the LoC.
"Two brave sons of India Lt.
Rishi Kumar and Sepoy Manjit
Singh got martyred in an explosion
near LoC. The nation will remain
forever indebted to their supreme
sacrifices," Channi said in a tweet.
"The sacrifices made upholding the sovereignty and integrity of
the nation are supreme most.
Forever, we remain indebted," he
said in another tweet.(PTI)

SC sets aside HC order quashing
criminal proceedings
authorising an inspector to
investigate the FIR in the case.
It had passed the order on the
plea filed by accused seeking
quashing of criminal proceedings
in the case.
In its verdict, the apex court
noted it cannot be said that there
was “any non-application of
mind” on the part of the senior
superintendent authorising the
inspector to enquire into the FIR.
“In the present case, the
offence under the Prevention of
Corruption Act is a substantive
offence and the investigation in

respect of the offence under the
PC Act, when considered and
coupled with the offence of conspiracy, there is no requirement
of prior sanction of the magistrate,” the bench said.
“Merely because the offence
of the conspiracy may be
involved, investigation into the
substantive offence, i.e. in the
present case, offence under the
PC Act which is cognisable is not
required to await a sanction from
the Magistrate, as that would lead
to a considerable delay and affect
the investigation and it will derail
the investigation,” it said.(PTI)

260 ITBP personnel get HM's medal
NEW DELHI, Oct 31:
As many as 260 IndoTibetan
Border
Police
(ITBP)
personnel
were
awarded the Union Home
Minister's Special Operation
Medal today for rendering
exceptional service during
the ongoing military standoff with the Chinese PLA in
Eastern Ladakh.
The
Home
Ministry
issued a notification naming
a total of 397 personnel from
various State police and
Central forces for the award.
An ITBP spokesperson said
the award was given to its
troops in recognition of the
"indomitable courage and devotion to duty" shown by them in
Eastern Ladakh between May,
2020 and February this year.
At 260, it is the highest number of the award given to a
police force in one go.
"The ITBP personnel safeguarded the borders in Ladakh
in extreme conditions through
its operation 'snow leopard' on
the icy heights. The force carried out a high-level of strategic
planning and efficient execution
of ground operations with complete synergy and collaboration
between all sister organisations," the spokesperson said in
a statement.
Former Commander of the
ITBP north-west frontier based
in Leh, Inspector General (IG)
Deepam Seth, is among the
awardees.
Seth, now posted at the
headquarters of the border force
here, was also a member of the
Indian delegation for the 10
rounds of senior highest military
commander (SHMC) level talks
with the Chinese border commanders.

Informing about the award,
the spokesperson said the "special operations of ITBP were
spread over a year and involved
a high degree of execution of
strategic planning and efficient
ground operation."
"Besides this, it also included timely and adequate supplies
of logistics to the forward location for troops," he said.
The Government last year
had accorded the police medal
for gallantry (PMG) to 20 ITBP
officers and personnel for displaying bravery during the military standoff and violent clashes
with the Chinese PLA personnel.
The about 90,000 personnel
strong ITBP was raised in 1962
in the aftermath of the Chinese
aggression and it is primarily
tasked with guarding the 3,488km India-China Line of Actual
Control (LAC). Some of its
posts at the LAC are located as
high as 18,800 feet.
The Union Home Minister's
Special Operation Medal was
instituted in 2018 and is given
for special operations in areas
such as counter-terrorism, border action, arms control, prevention of narcotics smuggling and
rescue operations. (PTI)

rorist acts in J&K and other
major cities by cadres of
Lashkar-e-Toiba (LeT), Jaish-eMohammed (JeM), Hizb-ulMujahideen (HM), Al Badr and
their affiliates such as The
Resistance Front (TRF) and

The NIA said that preliminary investigation has revealed
that arrested accused persons are
militant associates and OGWs of
various outfits and have been
providing logistical and material
support to militants.

INDORE, Oct 31:

in Rajasthan and Prayagraj in Uttar
Pradesh.
"Airfares are tumbling (on
domestic routes). Airfare between
some cities is cheaper than secondclass air-conditioned train tickets.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
wants people wearing slippers to fly.
That is why the government is
working to set up airports in small
cities as well," Scindia said.(PTI)

Rise in services on domestic routes
bringing down airfares: Jyotiraditya

Union Civil Aviation Minister
Jyotiraditya Scindia today said the
expansion of air services on
domestic routes was bringing
down fares.
He was speaking online at a
function here to mark the start of six
new IndiGo flights connecting
Indore to Surat in Gujarat, Jodhpur

Government of Jammu and Kashmir

Office of the Executive Engineer Electric Division JPDCL Reasi
Mini Secretariat, District Administrative Complex, Reasi
Block II, Hall No-301
E-Mail: jpdclxenreasi@gmail.com
Phone/Fax No: 01991-244098
CIN No: U4030JK2013SGC003898

EXTENSION NOTICE
Ref: e- NIT No: 13 of 2021-22 Dated 02.10.2021

The response to above referred tender is poor; therefore
the above tender is extended for healthy competition.
The last date of submission of e-bid is 02.11.2021 up to
06:00PM, the submission of hard copy of tender fee is on
or before 03.11.2021, upto 11:00AM (mandatory) and
the techno commercial opening on 03.11.2021 at
2:00PM onwards. The other terms and conditions shall
remain the same.
Sd/Executive Engineer
Electric Division
Reasi
DIP/J-3945-P/21
Dt. 30-10-2021

OFFICE OF THE TEHSILDAR KOKERNAG
Subject: Grant of permission in respect of land measuring 03K-10M comprising under survey No.: 79
at village Bidder Hayatpora in favour of 1. Som Nath Pandita and 2. Pushkar Nath Pandita Ss/o
Shankar Nath Pandita residents of village Bidder Hayatpora Tehsil Kokernag district Anantnag at present Migrant.

NOTICE

The above titled land alienation case of 1. Som Nath Pandita and 2. Pushkar Nath Pandita Ss’/o
Shankar Nath Pandita residents of village Bidder Hayatpora Tehsil Kokernag in respect of land measuring 03K-10M comprising under survey No. 79 at estate Bidder Hayatpora Tehsil Kokernag District
Anantnag through attorney holder Rayees Ahmad Sheree S/o Bashir Ahmad Sheree R/o Soaf Shalli
Tehsil Kokernag District Anantnag is pending in this office for grant of permission under section(3) of
J&K Migrant immovable Property (Preservation, protection and restraint on distress sale) Act 1997.
The owners are intending to alienate the said piece of land in favour of Bashir Ahmad Sheree S/o
Mohd Abdullah Sheree R/o Soaf Shalli Tehsil Kokernag District Anantnag and in this behalf anybody
having any objection regard the above mentioned alienation case he should furnish his objection in
writing before the undersigned personally or through his authorized agent within seven days from the
date of publication of this notice. After expiry of this date no claim shall entertained.
No.: 769/00/kng
Date: 06-10-2021
Sd/Tehsildar Kokernag

IN THE COURT OF 2ND ADDITIONAL MUNSIFF, JAMMU
Present : Jeewan Kumar Sharma (JK00212)
1. Sohit Dhar S/o Ashok Kumar Dhar R/o 389 Shastri Nagar Gandhi Nagar Jammu.
2. Rohit Dhar S/o Ashok Kumar Dhar Originally R/o 389 Shastri Nagar Gandhi Nagar Jammu
presently at 727-Falcon Lane Coppell TX 75019 United States of America, through Attorney Sohit
Dhar
...Plaintiffs
Versus
Sanjay Koul S/o L Koul R/o H No. 32 Mohinder Nagar near Chander Bhagha Community Hall Canal
Road Vinaik Bazar Jammu
...Defendant
In the matter of : Suit for declaration that plaintiffs are the successor in interest to inherit :
i) One half share in flat No. 3, First Floor, “The Nest’’, built on above mentioned land comprise in
Khata Khatoni No. 156/175, 176 Khasra No. 1255, 1261, 1254 situated at Mauja Sanjauli Chouk
Tehsil & District Shimla, Himachal Pradesh being joint family property purchased in the name of
Deceased Mother Smt Rajni Dhar.
ii) To inherit one third share of deceased father Sh Ashok Kumar Dhar in joint property in RT-318
Indrapuram, Shipra Suncity-I Ghaziabad Uttar Pradesh 201014
ii) With consequential Relief of Permanent Prohibitory Injunction restraining the defendant from
interfering in the peaceful possession and right of the plaintiffs.
PROCLAMATION TO PUBLIC AT LARGE
Whereas Public at large through the medium of this proclamation is informed that if any person is
interested to object the claim of the plaintiffs may file his/her/their objections within a period of fifteen
days from the date of publication of proclamation and in absence, the matter shall be proceeded and
considered on merits.
Given under my hand and seal of this court today on 29.10.2021.
Sd/2nd Additional Munsiff
Jammu

